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PREFACE
The field of graphic design is gravitating more and more toward the use of computers
for typesetting, paste-up, page layout, and illustration. It is also becoming concerned with
user interfaces to computer applications, visualization of scientific data and interactive
media design. The user interface includes screen design and graphics, along with the
means by which the user navigates through various types of information. With the
improvements in both software and hardware it is becoming possible to access large
amounts of information in both textual and visual form with the desktop computer and
with this comes the need for graphic designers to become literate and proficient in pre
senting information in effective and understandable ways using a computer.
Interactive environments using computers involve a prompt from the computer and a
response from the user, which I define as a two-dimensional interaction. The first dimen
sion is the user and the second dimension is the computer. What I propose is that the
interactive process is further enhanced with the addition of a third-dimension, which I call
the environmental dimension (the source of stimulation outside of the computer-user
realm). I feel that within the context of two dimensional interactive environments the over
all environment plays a critical role in the learning process.
For my Thesis I designed a Multi-Dimensional Interactive visual History of the Upper
Falls of the Genesee Riverwith emphasis on allowing visitors quick and easy access
through an electronic interface to historical photographs, paintings and other media that
pertain to the Upper Falls. An electronic interface (the two-dimensional aspect) and a 360
degree digitally-compiled image of the Upper Falls of the Genesee River (reproduced to a
scale sufficient to produce a visual impact that stimulates the user) is combined to establish
a three dimensional interactive environment.
Through the 360 degree image and the electronic visual history this thesis demon
strates proficiency in user interface design,
database design, computer graphics design,
electronic still photography and output on the
macintosh computer. The value and impor
tance of this work is that it merges a number of separate media sources into a positive
learning environment on the visual history
of Rochester's most important landmark, the
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It was late May and I was thinking ofwhat to do for my thesis project. I knew
that I was looking for some type of interactive project because it would allow me to
demonstrate the capabilities of a Macintosh computer in the field of graphic
design. I needed a subject to design an interface for and since I frequented the
Upper Falls area and had always felt that it was a powerful demonstration of the
history of Rochester. I decided to make the Upper Falls the thrust of my thesis. I
wanted to produce, through the Macintosh computer, an environment that effec
tively communicated the sense I felt on visiting the Upper Falls of Rochester.
In order to communicate this sense to others I established a process that
allowed me to represent the Upper Falls in scale. I went to the Rand Street bridge
which overlooks the Upper Falls and set up a tripod so that my camera at zero
degrees was centered on the Upper Falls. Using a 35mm camera I shot three rows
of 1 2 prints, each shot at 30 degrees.
I did this to capture as close to a full shot as I could. After developing the
prints I put them together so that they made up a 360 degree image in one long
strip. I repeated this process a number of times throughout the summer months in
order to capture the sun's location at different times of the day. This allowed me to
get a sense of the brightness and contrast in the
overall scene. Once I had collect
ed a sufficient number of samples
I began to work on the environment, of which
this image would be a part. I set up 6 separate walls,
at a scale of 1 /4"= 1 ', that
could be moved around and be used to hang the 360 degree image. I cut one of
the 360 degree prints into six






piece of board so that I could hang it on the movable wall. Each section was
hung so that its base was
4'
from the ground. The photographs were taken so that
at eye level I was looking at the horizon and I maintained this level throughout the
1 2 photographs so that there was consistency between each single photo. I con
tinually cut out a figure of a person and placed it in the center of the 6 walls
(which were shaped in the form of a hexagon) until its eye level matched the hori
zon line on the photographs. I then defined the figure to be
6'
and was able to
ascertain the size the panels needed to be in order to create a sense of being there.
The next thing that I did was to establish some ideas about how the computer
would be used within in this 360 degree image. My first thoughts were to have a
fully interactive history on the Upper Falls area, including textual and visual refer
ence to any time period relative to the Upper Falls. After exploring the sources
available to me and the time involvement needed, I decided to size down the pro
ject to focus on allowing users quick and easy access to historical photographs,
paintings and postcards pertaining to the Upper Falls, and to present these in an
environment that is established by the 360 degree image and the placement of the
electronic interface.
I BEGINNINGSoftware
For my thesis project I used five software products, the first being SuperCard.
SuperCard is an application that allow people to create their own custom pro
grams. These programs can range from simple personal organizers to complex
multimedia presentations. SuperCard combines two metaphors for building soft
ware. The first of these is the Macintosh metaphor of windows and pull-down
menus as a way of navigating through a program. The second is the HyperCard
concept of cards and stacks of cards as a way of storing information. SuperCard
presents a further ability in that it can play back PICS movies, which can be created
by SuperCard, Super
3d 2.0 and MacroMind Director. I used SuperCard to cre
ate the front end interface that gives the user access to the historical images, along
with a database to allow the archivist to enter and store information pertaining to
the images.
The second software program I used was MacroMind Director. I used Director
to create a movie that would playwhen the interface wasn't being accessed, and a
help movie that played back a simulation of the interface in SuperCard. I also used
Director to remap the individual images to grayscale and then placed each individ
ual image on a 50% gray background to be exported as a PICS file which could
then be played back in SuperCard.
The third program used was Letrasefs ColorStudio. This application provides
a driver interface to the Nikon 35mm Film Scanner. I used this software and hard







The fourth program used was Adobe Photoshop. Photoshop was used to
resize the images so that they would fit into the display window of the interface
and to compile the 360 degree image, along with creating the 22 individual sec
tions which make up the final output for the 360 degree image.
The final program, Adobe Separator, was used to output the 22 sections of
the 360 degree image to a high resolution imagesetter.
I DEVELOPMENTImage capture and conversion
The process of capturing images into a form that the Macintosh computer can
recognize has been improved and simplified over the last year. It is now possible to
capture visual information in a variety of forms ranging from electronic photogra
phy and still video to flatbed scanners, all offering full color or grayscale capture
with ranges of resolution from video to high resolution digital scans. These images
can then be used in a number of ways. Some of the uses include desktop publish
ing, multimedia presentations, animation and interactive media design.
The capturing technologies in my thesis included the use of still video and sil
ver halide to capture the archival images used in the interface, along with silver
halide to capture the 1 2 photographs used in the construction of the 360 degree
image.
Capturing in still video requires the use of a still video camera. These cameras
capture a full frame of video information and store it onto a video floppy disk.
Once stored on the disk the image can then be played back through a still video
player to a monitor or sent to a digitizer where the video information can be con
verted into digital information. When the conversion from analog (video) to digital
( 1 s & 0's) occurs there is some loss of resolution so the image does not convert with
the same clarity that it has when it is displayed
on the video monitor. The primary
use of this technology in today's world is in the field of photo journalism and
surveillance. Once a still video image has been stored onto a disk it can then be
transmitted over the phone lines to a base site or outputted to a thermal printer. I
began using still video to
capture the archival images because it was an easy way
I DEVELOPMENTImage capture and conversion
of capturing that didn't require external lighting or any special rigging. Still video
requires less light information to expose an image than silver halide technology. I
thought that still video would be good for archival work because less exposure to
lighting of any kind means longer preservation of the image.
I contacted Karl Kabelack of the Rare Books Collection at the University of
Rochester about using their collection of stereo views and postcards as test images
with still video. He agreed, and I set up an appointment to shoot. Because these
images are part of the rare books collection and are kept under controlled condi
tions. It was necessary for Karl to handle the images with white gloves while I shot
them. There were 1 8 images altogether and in 1 5 minutes I had them all shot and
put away.
The next step was to capture these still video images onto the Macintosh. I
used Pixel Logics
"Provlz"
to do the A/D (analog to digital) conversion. The results
were not acceptable. The images were blurred. I thought that it might be my
focusing, but a colleague felt that the still video images were in focus and that the
blurriness was the result of the A/D conversion. At this point I was a little disap
pointed, I was hoping that the still video quality would be good enough for my
project, but it wasn't, and I needed to find another means of capturing the images.
The two other alternatives were to use a flatbed scanner to scan in the prints
or to take slides of the images and scan the slides. The flatbed scanner would not
be appropriate for archival images mostly because of the intense light that is emit-
I DEVELOPMENTImage capture and conversion
ted during the scanning phase. The intense light would not cause noticeable dam
age the first time, but since I was looking for a way to do the least amount of dam
age, I decided to take slides of the archival images. I also decided to keep the still
video images from the U of R for demonstration purposes and use the Rochester
Public Library's collection of photographs of the Upper Falls. I asked about their
policy regarding photographing their collection of archival images. They told me
that I could photograph the images but that they had to stay on the premises. I
used a desk in a room with a lot of natural light on the images. I set up a tripod
and used a 35mm camera with a 50 mm lens to take slides of each of the images.
I then had the slides developed. After I got the slides back I used ColorStudio's
scanner interface to the Nikon Film Scanner to scan in each image at 72 Dpi
(screen resolution). The results from this process were extremely good and the
images could be viewed on the monitor with photographic qualities.
ColorStudios driver for the film scanner captures the image in 24 bit color.
What this means is that the image consists of 1 6 million colors and is crisp and
clear. The problem with this is that SuperCard is only able to display an 8 bit image
(256 colors) and when the image is
converted from a 24 bit image (16 million col
ors) to an 8 bit image (256 colors)
it has to be dithered, a technique of making
adjacent pixels different colors to give the illusion of a third color. The quality of the
color image is greatly reduced and
unacceptable for use in a visual application.
In order to exhibit the best quality image I chose to use grayscale because
with a grayscale image you only need 256 grays to create the appearance of a
I DEVELOPMENTImage capture and conversion
continuous tone image. To get a grayscale image I first saved each image as a 24
bit PICT file from ColorStudio. Next, I used Adobe Photoshop to convert the color
PICT file into a grayscale image which strips out the color information and leaves
just the grayscale information. This conversion reduces the image size from roughly
900k to 300k for a full slide scan at 72 Dpi. I also used Photoshop to do any resiz
ing, cropping and retouching to the image. I then saved the image as an 8 bit
grayscale PICT file.
The next step was to import each PICT file into MacroMinds Director. Wthin
Director I remapped the Image to the system grayscale palette, put the image on a
50% gray background and exported each image as a single frame in PICS format.
Each image file was named by its corresponding date, and if there were duplicate
dates, I would add the (.2) extension to the end of the file name. If the date was
unknown (which was the case for 50% of the images) I named the file
"UnknownOl, Unknown02, etc.". At this point the file was ready to be used by
the interface.
I DEVELOPMENTInterface
The simplicity of this interface is designed to provide a visitors center with a
simple means of imputing information about images which can then be accessed
in an easy manner by the visitors to the center. The number of images in the inter
face allows for a visitor to spend from 5 to 1 0 minutes viewing the images without
repetition.
This project is set up to allow
the visitors a quick and easy
way of accessing images of his
torical context on the Upper
Falls of the Genesee River.
Each image is displayed by
selecting a date or an
unknown from the list that
appears when the mouse is
clicked and held down over one of the six rectangles at the bottom of the window.
Once the selection is made, the image appears in the display window along with
:f870's,rhotogranh,untnourn,Fiiman^ its corresponding information
which appears in the title bar.
This information includes date,
artist, type of image, type of
capture and the location of the
image. At this point the user
can either select another image









To use this interface, first position the HAND over one of the 4 rectangles in the pallet's
window at the bottom of the screen. Next, press the mouse down and keep it down until the
selection window appears. Once the selection window appears <wtth the mouse soil held
down) move the HAND until the selection you desire b highlighted in black. Release the
mouse, and in a short bit the image relaxing to your selection will appear
$& To Etui tottp CLKM ikum
user selects another image, the
information about the previous
image remains in the title bar
for reference. If the user is
unsure of how to operate the
interface, I have provided a
help movie that plays a simula
tion of the interface. To access
the help movie click on the
question mark in the lower left






Another feature of this
interface is that when the inter
face isn't being used continu
ously for a 5 minute period, a
movie will play that presents, in
color, the twelve separate
images used to create the 360
degree image.
I 1 1 DEVELOPMENTDatabase
The database for this appli
cation stores information about
each image which includes
slide number, image number,
date, image type, artist, type of
capture used and where the
image is located. From this
data I created the list of infor
mation that is displayed in the
title bar of the display window upon selection. I did this by first sorting the
database by date. I then wrote the date field, type field, artist field, capture field
and location field of each card to a container called Data. Each set of data corre
sponds to the image number (which is unique). In other words, the data for image
01 is written to line 1 of container Data. I then put the container Data into an
invisible field called DataBaselnfo. The information that is displayed in the title bar
is linked to the field DataBaselnfo via the date. For example, when 1 870s is select
ed, it tells SuperCard to play the
PICS file named 1 870s and to
display the information in the
title bar which is found on the
line that starts with 1870s in
the field called DataBaselnfo.
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I DEVELOPMENT12 360 Degree Image
The other part of this project involved the construction of a 360 degree repro
duction of the Upper Falls of the Genesee river. To do this I used a 35 mm camera
with a wide angle lens in vertical format to shoot 1 2 single images at 30 degree
increments of the Upper Falls standing on the Rand Street bridge. I wanted to
shoot in the late winter because the foliage would be off the trees making it possi
ble for all the architectural elements to be seen. I waited for the weather to be the
kind when the winter clouds are leaving and the early spring clouds are beginning
to appear. I was also looking for a bright, contrasty day, which I felt would help
reinforce the effect the image has on the interactive environment. That day finally
came in the middle of February. I shot the images when the sun was at its zenith,
because I found from my investigation the summer before that I could avoid over
exposure when I came around into the sun. I had the film developed and pro
ceeded to scan each image through ColorStudio's driver on the Nikon Film Scanner
at
24"
high with a resolution of 72 Dpi because of storage space and speed. The
larger the image is in resolution, the larger it is in file size. The larger the file size is,
the longer it takes to edit in Photoshop. Each separate image scanned in grayscale
at
24"
was 1 , 1 00k, which means that when all twelve images were put together,
the image size would be 1 3,500k.
After scanning the twelve images
in ColorStudio, I saved them as 24 bit PICT
files. I next opened each individual file in Photoshop and converted it to an 8 bit
grayscale image and cropped out any miscellaneous information. I then saved the
file in Photoshop format, because this is the fastest file format (in terms of loading
and saving the file) in Photoshop.
I DEVELOPMENT1 3 360 Degree Image
After each of the twelve images were converted to grayscale and saved, I
began to join the images together. I first combined two to make one. For each
pair, I cleaned up any mismatches in the alignment between the two seams. From
the six images I now had, I made three and again cleaned up any mismatches in
the alignment between the new seams created. I then joined the three to make
the final image. Within the final image there were sections that were darker than
others. I used Photoshop to adjust the gamma of these dark sections to match the
sections that were right. I did this by masking a dark section and adjusting the
gamma of the mask until it matched the part of the image where the brightness
was right. I used the concrete on the bridge as a visual reference because the con
crete was the most dominant form throughout the whole image and therefore
would be the area the eye would key on when first viewing the image. I did this
for each of the dark sections, and when I was finished the image had the same
brightness level throughout. Boosting the gamma allowed me to bring out detail
that was otherwise hidden by the darkness of the image. One disadvantage is that
boosting the gamma causes the image to have a washed-out look. In this situa
tion I felt the washed-out effect was acceptable because the viewer would be look
ing at the image from a distance, it
would not be distracting.




and a file size of 13475 k.
The next step was to output the
image to its final size which would be
44"
x 20'.
The first thing I did was to





x 72 (72 pixels=l inch). My output device supported a maxi
mum width of 1 1 inches, with an unlimited length. I divided the width of my







distance, because I'm doubling the size) to
determine the number of sections there would be, which turned out to be 22
(rounded down). I then divided the overall width distance in pixels (881 2) by 22
to determine the width of each of the 22 sections (40 1 ) . To determine the height I
multiplied
22"
x 72 (1584). I then set the aspect ratio of the select tool in
Photoshop to be 400 x 1 584. This allowed me to cut 1/22 of the image. After I cut
1 /22 of the image I pasted it into a new document the exact size of the selection. I
then resampled the selection by 200% which gave me a sample of the image at
1 1
"
x 44". Photoshop does not have a driver for the output device that I used, so I
couldn't print the section directly from Photoshop so I saved the image in Eps for
mat. I did this 22 times until the whole image was cut into 22 separate sections
and saved in Eps format. I used Adobe
Separator 2.0 to output the 22 Eps files
to a Linotronic Imagesetter at 635 Dpi with a halftone screen of 75 Ipi. Each of the
files took 30 minutes to output and process which meant that it would take at least
1 1 hours to output all 22 tiles. In the end it took over 1 5 hours for output.
The final image would be put together in three sections. I split the tiles into
three groups, 2 of 7 and 1 of 8. I mounted each group onto foam core with a
light coat of spray mount. After the three sections were assembled, I trimmed the
foam core so that there would be a 1/2 inch border around the four outside
edges. I trimmed the image with black electrical tape. I then used duct tape to
tape the two seems together, for final display.
INSTALLATION
Installation of this thesis involved two major parts, the first being determining
the space the interface would be in, and the second mounting the 360
degree
image. In the initial design process I thought that the 360 degree image
would
be presented in a hexagon form , with the interface in the center. However,
I
ended up using a corner to mount the panels in,
with the interface centered at the
cross section of the perpendicular lines established from the ends of
the panels, as
shown below. I built a pedestal for the interface to rest on. I
designed the
pedestal so that its inside edge reflected the shape that the panels
created when
hung on the wall. The outside edge
reflected the visual curve created by the railing
in the 360 degree image. With the interface resting on the
pedestal and the 360
degree hung in the corner, a
multi-dimensional environment is created. The image
emits information to the person standing at the
computer, and the computer
allows that person to look at the image's history,




I find myself pleased with the overall results of this thesis. The process of bring
ing an idea or feeling into a working environment is a difficult and long process. If I
have any regrets, they'd be about not having enough time to develop both the
interface and panels beyond a demonstration model.
Since the project has been completed I've been in touch with Lydia Boddie-
Neal from the County Parks department, who is going to be the future director of
the Upper Falls interpretive center (due to be constructed in the spring of 1 99 1 ),
and Lee Miller, project facilitator for the Genesee River Valley Project at School No.
6, City of Rochester. Both Lydia and Lee were very excited about the project and
want to develop it further. Lee has asked if the panels could be used in what's
called the "River
Room"
at School No. 6, and Lydia is very interested in using and
expanding the interface for the future interpretive center.
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put I into x
put empty into y









































put 1 into x
if the optionkey is down then
edit script of target
exit mousedown
end if
put "window ID I 1 2 of Project HippoBase:Thesis:Application(s):Thesis v. 1
"
into holder
if the topWindow <> holder then
visual iris open
open window id 1 1 2
end if




put holder into theMenultems
get PopUpMenu (theMenultems, 0, 298, 1 2) 288,320
put item it of theMenuitems into itemHolder



















subtract 4 from itemlt
end if
if it = "11 "then
subtract 5 from itemlt
end if
I APPENDIX AScripts
If itemHolder = "No
DateOI"
then
add 34 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date02"
then
add 33 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date03"
then
add 32 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date04"
then
add 3 1 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date05"
then
add 30 to itemlt
end if
send update to window id 1 1 2
put itemlt&ltemHolder
end mousedown




put 1 into x
if the optionkey is down then
edit script of target
exit mousedown
end if
put "window ID I 1 2 of Project HippoBase:Thesis:Application(s):Thesis v. 1
"
into holder
if the topWindow <> holder then
visual iris open
open window id 1 1 2
end if
put "1829, No Date06, 1829.2, No Date07, 1830, No Date08, 1838, No Date09, 1839, No
Date 1 0, 1 840s, No Datel 1
"
into holder
put holder into theMenultems
get PopUpMenu (theMenultems, 0, 282,122) 288,320
put item it of theMenuitems into itemHolder














add 4 to itemlt















add 1 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date06"
then
add 39 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date07"
then
add 38 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date08"
then
add 37 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date09"
then
add 36 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No Date 1
0"
then
add 35 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No Datel 1
"
then
add 34 to itemlt
end if
send update to window id 1 1 2
put itemlt&ltemHolder
end mousedown




put 1 into x
if the optionkey is down then
edit script of target
exit mousedown
end if
put "window ID 1 1 2 of Project HippoBase:Thesis:Application(s):Thesis v. 1
"
into holder
if the topWindow <> holder then
visual iris open
open window id I 1 2
end if
put "l840s.2,No Datel 2, l849,No Datel 3, 1 865,No Datel 4, 1 870s,No Datel 5, 1875,No
Date 1 6, 1 880s,No Date 1
7"
into holder
put holder into theMenultems
APPENDAGES
Scripts
get PopUpMenu (theMenultems, 0, 282,230)
put item it of theMenuitems into itemHolder































add 7 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No Datel
2"
then
add 45 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No Datel
3"
then
add 44 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No Datel
4"
then
add 43 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No Datel
5"
then
add 42 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No Datel
6"
then
add 41 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No Datel
7"
then
add 40 to itemlt
end if









put I into x
if the optionkey is down then
edit script of target
exit mousedown
end if
put "window ID I 1 2 of Project HippoBase:Thesis:Application(s)Thesis v. 1
"
into holder
if the topWindow <> holder then
visual iris open








put holder into theMenultems
get PopUpMenu (theMenultems, 0, 282,336) 288,320
put item it of theMenuitems into itemHolder
























add 1 4 to itemlt
end if
if it = "11 "then
add 1 3 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No Datel
8"
then
add 51 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No Datel
9"
then
add 50 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date20"
then







If itemHolder = "No Date2 1
"
then
add 48 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date22"
then
add 47 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date23"
then
add 46 to itemlt
end if
send update to window id 1 1 2
put itemlt&ltemHolder
end mousedown




put 1 into x
if the optionkey is down then
edit script of target
exit mousedown
end if
put "window ID 1 1 2 of Project HippoBase:Thesis:Application(s):Thesis v. 1
"
into holder
if the topWindow <> holder then
visual iris open








put holder into theMenultems
get PopUpMenu (theMenultems, 0, 282,444) 288,320
put item it of theMenuitems into itemHolder




























add 20 to itemlt
end if
if it = "l I "then
add 1 9 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date24"
then
add 57 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date25"
then
add 56 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date26"
then
add 55 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date27"
then
add 54 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date28"
then
add 53 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date29"
then
add 52 to itemlt
end if
send update to window id 1 1 2
put itemlt&ltemHolder
end mousedown




if the optionkey is down then
edit script of target
exit mousedown
end if
put I into x
put "window ID I 1 2 of Project HippoBase:Thesis:Application(s):Thesis v. 1
"
into holder
if the topWindow <> holder then
visual iris open
open window id 1 1 2
end if








get PopUpMenu (theMenultems, 0, 298,550) 288,320
put item it of theMenuitems into itemHolder

































add 25 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date30"
then
add 63 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No Date3 1
"
then
add 62 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date32"
then
add 6 1 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date33"
then
add 60 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date34"
then
add 59 to itemlt
end if
If itemHolder = "No
Date35"
then
add 58 to itemlt
end if
send update to window




I APPENDIX A27 Scripts
Control panel button 'Tool 1
"
on mousedown
if the optionkey is down then






put holder into theMenultems






























set the name of this window to itemHolder
end openWindow
28 APPENDIX B
Panel Photos
29 APPENDIX B
Panel Photos
30 APPENDIX B
Panel Photos
